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© Deutsche Börse Group 2023 

This publication is for informational purposes only. None of the information in this publication constitutes 
investment advice and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any contract, 
share or other financial instrument. This publication is not intended for solicitation purposes but only for use as 
general information. All descriptions, examples and calculations contained in this publication are for illustrative 
purposes only.  

Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse (FWB®, the Frankfurt Stock Exchange), Eurex Frankfurt AG, 
Eurex Deutschland and Eurex Clearing AG do not represent that the information in this publication is 
comprehensive, complete or accurate and exclude liability for any consequence resulting from acting upon the 
contents of this or another publication, in so far as no wilful violation of obligations took place or, as the case may 
be, no injury to life, health or body arises or claims resulting from the Product Liability Act are affected. 

Securities traded on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and Eurex derivatives (other than EURO STOXX 50® Index 
Futures contracts, EURO STOXX® Select Dividend 30 Index Futures contracts, STOXX® Europe 50 Index 
Futures contracts, STOXX® Europe 600 Index Futures contracts, STOXX® Europe Large/Mid/Small 200 Index 
Futures contracts, EURO STOXX® Banks Sector Futures contracts, STOXX® Europe 600 Banks/Industrial 
Goods & Services/Insurance/Media/Personal & Household Goods/Travel & Leisure/Utilities Futures contracts, 
Dow Jones Global Titans 50 IndexSM Futures contracts, DAX® Futures contracts, MDAX® Futures contracts, 
TecDAX® Futures contracts, SMIM® Futures contracts, SLI Swiss Leader Index® Futures contracts, RDXxt® 
USD - RDX Extended Index Futures contracts, Eurex inflation/commodity/weather/property and interest rate 
derivatives) are currently not available for offer, sale or trading in the United States nor may they be offered, sold 
or traded by persons to whom US tax laws apply. 

The fund shares listed in XTF Exchange Traded Funds® are admitted for trading on the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange. Users of this information service who legally reside outside Germany are herewith advised that sale of 
the fund shares listed in XTF Exchange Traded Funds may not be permitted in their country of residence. The 
user makes use of the information at their own risk. 

Legal validity of this disclaimer 

In the event that individual parts of or formulations contained in this text are not, or are no longer, legally valid 
(either in whole or in part), the content and validity of the remaining parts of the document are not affected.  

Trademarks  

The following names and designations are registered trademarks of Deutsche Börse AG or an affiliate of 
Deutsche Börse Group: 

1585®; A7®; Buxl®; C7®; CDAX®; CEF®; CEF alpha®; CEF ultra®; CFF®; Classic All Share®; Clearstream®; 
CX®; D7®; DAX®; DAXglobal®; DAXplus®; DB1 Ventures®; DBIX Deutsche Börse India Index®, Deutsche 
Börse®; Deutsche Börse Capital Markets Partner®; Deutsche Börse Commodities®;  Deutsche Börse Venture 
Network®; Deutsches Eigenkapitalforum®; DivDAX®; eb.rexx®; eb.rexX Jumbo Pfandbriefe®; ERS®; eTriParty®; 
Eurex®; Eurex Bonds®; Eurex Clearing Prisma®; Eurex Improve®; Eurex Repo®; Euro GC®; ExServes®; 
EXTF®; F7®; FDAX®; FWB®; GC Pooling®; GCPI®; GEX®; Global Emission Markets Access – GEMA®; 
HDAX®; iNAV®; L-DAX®; L-MDAX®; L-SDAX®; L-TecDAX®; M7®; MDAX®; N7®; ODAX®; 
ÖkoDAX®;PROPRIS®; REX®; RX REIT Index®; SCHATZ-FUTURE®; SDAX®; ShortDAX®; StatistiX®; T7®; 
TecDAX®; Technology All Share®; TRICE®; USD GC Pooling®; VDAX®; VDAX-NEW®; Vestima®; Xcreen®, 
Xemac®; Xentric®, Xetra®; Xetra-Gold®; Xpect®; Xpider®; XTF®; XTF Exchange Traded Funds®; We make 
markets work® 

The names and trademarks listed above do not represent a complete list and, as well as all other trademarks and 
protected rights mentioned in this publication, are subject unreservedly to the applicable trademark law in each 
case and are not permitted to be used without the express permission of the registered owner. The simple fact 
that this publication mentions them does not imply that trademarks are not protected by the rights of third parties. 

The STOXX® indices, the data included therein and the trademarks used in the index names are the intellectual 
property of STOXX Ltd., Zug, Switzerland and/or its licensors. Eurex' derivatives based on the STOXX indices are 
in no way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by STOXX and its licensors and neither STOXX nor its 
licensors shall have any liability with respect thereto. 

STOXX iSTUDIO® is a registered trademark of STOXX Ltd., Zug, Switzerland. 

TRADEGATE® is a registered trademark of Tradegate AG Wertpapierhandelsbank. 

EEX® is a registered trademark of European Energy Exchange AG. 

Flexible is better.® is a registered trademark of Axioma, Inc.  
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1 Introduction 

The processing of bilateral trades on T7 (MIC XFRA and XETR1) is incorporated into the 

new service called Bilateral Routing Service (BRS). The change does not cause technical 

impact on the trading participant’s or settlement institution’s side, with functionality being 

generally unchanged.  

Bilateral trades are settled directly between the two trading participants without a Central 

Counterparty being involved in the trade. Therefore, these trades are routed directly to the 

respective settlement systems. Because the Trading System T7 has no direct connection 

to settlement systems, the routing is facilitated by BRS. 

Trading Participants can opt to aggregate bilateral trades for settlement. Non-aggregated 

bilateral trades result in individual settlement instructions per trade, while aggregated 

trades are instructed in one settlement instruction for all trades within an aggregation unit 

(see chapter 2.1).  

Aggregation is done against counterparties with the same settlement account in the same 

ISIN only and it is executed separately for the buy- and the sell side of the trades. 

Aggregation can be selected separately for the A and P account. All non-CCP ISINs on 

XFRA are aggregated in the same way without differentiation by instrument type. 

Bilateral aggregation is conducted on trade date basis and is optional on trading participant 

level. The aggregation is done if both parties have opted for bilateral aggregation only2. 

After the orders have been matched, bilateral trades are aggregated before routing them to 

Clearstream for settlement: The aggregated result plus the trades not marked for 

aggregation are forwarded to SETI at the end of each trading day. SETI is the Clearstream 

system that receives the bilateral trades and submits the corresponding settlement 

instruction into CASCADE/T2S or Creation/CBF(i). The further lifecycle management, e.g., 

delivery management, corporate action processing, blocking / unblocking etc.is processed 

by respective related systems of Clearstream. Therefore, the settlement and the corporate 

action reports from Clearstream contain the aggregated position, if aggregation is active for 

the trading participant. The benefit is that the number of settlement instructions can be 

significantly reduced due to settlement of the aggregated position instead of single trades.  

 

The document is structured as follows: 

- Chapter 2 gives a short overview of the details for bilateral aggregation 

- Chapter 3 lists further contact information. 

 

 
1 Please note that bilateral trades on XETR are currently not supported. 
2 Please note that in case the trading participant has opted for both Settlement Internalisation and Bilateral Aggregation 

and the counterparty is the same trading participant then the trades are internalized. There will be no bilateral 
aggregation afterwards. 
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2 Setup and Functionality of Bilateral Aggregation  

2.1 Aggregation 

When trades are aggregated, the buy and the sell trades are summed up separately. In 

contrast to netting, no offset is calculated and the full buy and sell sides are instructed. 

All bilateral trades (including TES and Xetra Enlight trades) that have trade date equal to 

current business day and that are flagged for bilateral aggregation (see chapter 2.2 for 

details) are considered for the bilateral aggregation process. 

The aggregation unit (AU) is defined by the following criteria: 

• ISIN 

• Settlement currency 

• Contractual settlement date 

• Trade date 

• MIC 

• Settlement account 

• Settlement account of counterparty 

• Member KV number 

• Member KV number of counterparty 

• Buy / Sell 

 

The quantity of shares and the amount of cash is summed up for all bilateral trades of the 

same aggregation unit. In this process one aggregated position for the sell side and one 

aggregated position for the buy side is created. In case of trades notated in per cent the 

accrued interests of the single trades are summed up (no rounding takes place). 

For trades to be aggregated, both trading participants need to have the aggregation flag 

activated for the respective account types, A (agent) or P (proprietary), relevant for the 

trade as shown below.  

 

     Party Trading Participant Two 

A account = no A account = no A account = yes A account = yes 

Trading 

Participant 

One 

A account = no no no no no 

P account = no no no no no 

A account = yes no no yes yes 

P account = yes no no yes yes 
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The picture reads like this: If “Trading Participant One” trades on his A account and has set 

the bilateral aggregation flag on his account to “yes”, and his counterpart, “Trading 

Participant Two”, trades on his P account and has set the bilateral aggregation flag to “yes” 

for his P account, then the trade will be aggregated with other trades between these two 

trading participants. If bilateral aggregation is set to “yes” for A and P account of a trading 

participant, then A and P are aggregated together. It is not possible to aggregate trades on 

the A and P account separately. The account type of the aggregated position is the same 

as the one of the contained bilateral trades if all bilateral trades have the same account 

type. If the account types of the contained bilateral trades are different, the aggregated 

position gets the proprietary account type “PP”. 

Each aggregated position receives a new trade ID by BRS. This trade ID is unique for the 

business day and is used in the same way as the trade ID for single trades (i.e., it can also 

be used as settlement reference at SETI). The key word “BILAGG” is added before the 

new trade ID (i.e., in tag 21 and tag 70e of reports BA100/BA200 and BA105/BA205 

respectively) and the original trade IDs created in T7 are reported for each aggregated 

position to allow mapping to the aggregated position. 

The aggregated position is created after the T7 Trade Notification message in the 

Enhanced Trading Interface (ETI) or after the Trade Capture Report message in FIX has 

already been sent, so no additional trade confirmation message is provided for the 

aggregated position in T7. Instead, the aggregated position is reported via the Common 

Report Engine (CRE) or z/OS File transfer (SNA) as described in chapter 2.5. 

2.1.1 Examples of Aggregation 

Example 1) 

Bank A sold shares of an ISIN to Bank B, but also bought shares from Bank B in the same 

ISIN. After aggregation, each counterparty has up to one buy and one sell side, provided 

that both parties fulfil the respective aggregation prerequisites:  
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Example 2) 

Bank B, Bank C and Bank D changed the account setting to aggregation. Bank A does not 

do aggregation. 

 

Example 3) 

Bank A does aggregation only for P trades. Bank B does aggregation for all trades. 

 

 

2.2 Prerequisite 

Before applying for bilateral aggregation, the trading participant has to ensure that the 

settlement infrastructure used, e.g., his settlement agent, is capable of processing the 

aggregated positions. The respective agreements and declarations for trading participants 

and settlement institutes need to be in place. Also, the trading participant might need to be 

able to reconcile single trade information with aggregated positions. 

With their will to bilaterally aggregate trades, the trading participants instruct DBAG to 

aggregate obligations between two counterparts bilaterally on their behalf and in their 

name. The role of DBAG is purely technical.  

A trading participant can choose to aggregate on his A account and on his P account (see 

chapter 2.1 for further details).  

 

2.3 ETI Trade Notification / FIX Trade Capture Report 

The T7 ETI Trade Notification message and the T7 FIX Trade Capture Report message 

indicate if a trade will be aggregated or not. If both trading participants of a bilateral trade 

opted for bilateral aggregation the field ClearingInstruction (Tag 577) is filled with ‘2’ 

(Bilateral netting only).  
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There will be no messages for aggregated positions which are performed in BRS. The 

aggregated positions can be seen in reports BA100/BA105 or BA200/BA205, for MIC Xetra 

and XFRA respectively, offered via the CRE and z/OS File transfer (see chapter 2.5. for 

details).  

 

2.4 Xetra TES Trades of type OTC 

Xetra Trade Entry Service (TES) trades of type OTC or LIS with the same contractual 

settlement date are aggregated. I.e., if on the same trade date TES trades with different 

settlement dates were entered, an aggregation position is built for each settlement date 

(more than one aggregation position is possible depending on the other aggregation unit 

criteria). 
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2.5 Reports 

Aggregation Unit Reports (BRS) 

Two report types are offered to report bilateral trades to trading participants. The first one is 

offered to report the aggregated positions plus those trades not marked for aggregation (if 

wanted by the trading participant), the second one to report the aggregated positions and 

the corresponding single trades used to create the aggregated positions but not containing 

gross processed trades. Both report types are offered as raw report in SWIFT format 

(MT512 and MT518). Each report is offered per MIC (i.e., XETR and XFRA; XETR reports 

are currently empty as non-CCP trades are not supported). The following report names and 

IDs are used: 

• BA100 “AGGR. POS. CONFIRMATION XETR” (MT512) 

• BA200“AGGR. POS. CONFIRMATION XFRA” (MT512) 

• BA105 “AGGR. PROCESSING REPORT XETR” (MT518)  

• BA205 “AGGR. PROCESSING REPORT XFRA” (MT518) 

The reports BA100 and BA200 contain all aggregated positions of a trading participant of 

the current business day. Additionally, the trading participant can choose to add those 

trades to the report that have not been aggregated. With this the report can be used for 

reconciliation because it reflects the instructions to the CSD. The selection if non-

aggregated trades are included can be done by the trading participant via report selection 

form.   

The reports BA105 and BA205 contain all aggregated positions and corresponding single 

trades of a trading participant of the current business day. The reporting is done on trading 

participant level. Depending on the admission role of the trading participant, different 

aggregated positions are reported. Frankfurt Stock Exchange trading participants receive 

all aggregated positions of their trades. Settlement institutes receive all aggregated 

positions of their participants, applying bilateral aggregation. In case a trading participant is 

acting in both roles only one report is provided containing his own aggregated positions 

and the aggregated positions of his trading participants. 

The reports are available via CRE or z/OS File transfer. A detailed description of all reports 

is provided via a separate document. 

T7 Trade Reports 

All trades that are considered for bilateral aggregation contain value “2” (Bilateral netting 

only) in the field ClearingInstruction in the T7 Trade Notification (in ETI) or the Trade 

Capture Report (in FIX LF) message. This is also reflected in field clgInstr in the daily 

report “TC810 – T7 Daily Trade Confirmation”. 

 

2.6 Trade Reversal 

If a trade is identified on T+0 to be a mispriced trade, and the trade is reversed on the 
same day, it is not instructed at all. No special processing is required for bilateral 
processing. 
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If the trade is not deleted on T+0 then an instruction is sent to the CSD in the evening and 
a counter trade needs to be entered on T+1. The counter trade is settled on the same day 
as the mispriced trade so that neither shares nor money are transferred. 

 

Figure 1: Mispriced trades and countertrades on T+1 

If a corporate action is processed on T + 0 on the mispriced trade, the countertrade has to 

reflect this corporate action already when the countertrade is entered. 

Because aggregation is done per trading day and per settlement day, the countertrade is 

not aggregated with other trades that settle two days after the trade was done. 
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3 Contact 

Should you have any further questions or require additional information, please call your 

Key Account Manager. For technical support, please contact Customer Technical Services. 

For mistrade handling, please call Cash Market Operations. 

Hotlines: https://www.xetra.com/xetra-de/meta/hotlines  

https://www.xetra.com/xetra-de/meta/hotlines
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4 Change Log 

Version Date Changes 

1.0 17 May 2013 Initial Release Version 

1.1 21 August 2023 Bilateral Routing Service - Migration of post-trade processing of 

bilateral trades to a new technical infrastructure (no functional 

changes) 
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